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Q1/ Complete each sentence with a word from the box below. [Do not use all of them because there are 

extra ones].                                                                                                                                       (Marks: 10) 
 

1- Level, 2- Fresher, 3- Staff, 4- Details, 5- Hobbies, 6- Faculty, 7- Lecturer, 8- 

Semester, 9- Apply, 10- Academic, 11- University  
 

1- Some admissions officers at university want to know about your ………… and interests. 

2- Which ……….. gives the Science in Education lectures. 

3- The ………….. year in my country starts in October.  All university students go back then. 

4- When does the second …………… start? Is it in February. 

5- You can ………. direct to the university of your choice. 

6- Which ……… are you in? Education? Mathematics? Modern Languages. 

7- How many …………. are in the Faculty of Education? I mean, how many people work there. 

8- A university student is called a ……….  in the first year. 

9- You must demonstrate that your language …………. is high enough to take a tertiary course in English. 

10- Most forms ask for personal …………. , such as name and address. 
 

Q2/ Write True or false. (T or F)                                           (Marks: 10) 

1- Hall of residence is accommodation for students on campus. 

2- At university you can go welfare office if you are ill. 

3- Deadline is a time or day by which something must be done. 

4- Primary research means doing an experiment yourself and writing about it. 

5- Domain is a type of website, e.g., .ac = an academic website 

6- Children with different abilities should be in different classes. 

7- Assignment is a piece of work given to someone, typically as part of their studies or job. 

8- Vending machine is a place with lots of different restaurants. 

9- You must do research for an assignment in the library or on the Internet. This is called secondary research. 

10- Students’ Union is a special place for lecturers. 
 
 

Q3/ Mach the Words from A list to the correct Meaning at B list.                                              (Marks: 10) 

A  B 

No Words Answers Meaning 

1 Research  Money for a course 

2 Crèche  It is saying you don’t agree. 

3 Resources  It means saying goodbye. 

4 Graduating  Senior Common Room 

5 Fees  It means getting your degree and leaving university. 

6 Journals  A small discussion 

7 SCR  Academic magazine 

8 Tutorial  It’s a place to leave your children for a few hours. 

9 Parting  Reading articles 

10 Disagreeing  Things to help with studying 
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Q4/ Choose the best way to complete the sentence. (a, b or c)                                                       (Marks: 10) 

1- All the subjects or courses given in a college called ……… 

a- compulsory  b- cucumber      c- curriculum 

2- ……….. means going over something again, something you have studied before. 

a- Advising  b- Revising  c- Resource centre  

3- ……… the buildings of a college or university and the land that surrounds them. 

a- accommodation b- camps            c- residence 

4- ……… means taking part in something, like a tutorial. It means giving your ideas or your opinion. 

a- Contributing b- tutorial              c- Parting 

5- ……… is show someone you have a good opinion of them. 

  a- Respect  b- opinion         c- permission 

6- ……… is a program which finds websites and WebPages. 

a- search engine b- virus                       c- webpage 

7- At university, you ……… for your life. 

a- have responsible b- are responsible         c- responsible 

8- ……… lecturers give rewards to the wrong students    

                   a-good                  b- Bad                            c- equality 

9- The meaning of the verb……… is how someone behaves towards you. 

a- behave  b- deal                  c- treat 

10- ……… it means looking at someone when you speak to them  

a- handshakes  b- eye contact     c- talking 
 
 

 

Q5/ Look at the sentences below. Mark each sentence G for general facts or P for personal experiences.   

                                                                                                                                                           (Marks: 10) 

1- Kurdistan has different kinds of schools. 

2- Drama is a very important subject. 

3- I got a good pass in the examination. 

4- Most secondary schools in Britain have Drama classes. 

5- I wasn’t very good, but I had a lot of fun. 

6- There are exams called A levels at 18. 

7- At one time, students stole paragraphs from WebPages 

8- Plagiarism is copying someone’s work. The word comes from Latin. It means to ‘steal or kidnap.’ 

9- Sometimes, the lecturer gives no marks for an assignment with plagiarism. Sometimes, the university 

asks the student to leave. 

10- Children learn a lot about themselves in Drama 
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Q6/ A Read the text below and choose the correct answer for each question.                            (Marks: 5) 

At one time, students did research in the university library. Nowadays, most students do research on the Internet. 

But the university library is still there. It is still an excellent place for students. Try the library first! Firstly, the 

information is organized. Secondly, it is checked. Thirdly, the librarian can help you. But perhaps the library is 

closed, or the book you want is out. Then you must use the Internet. 

 

1- A suitable title (heading) for this text is: 

a. Go to the library       b. What is a good teacher?  c. Learning new language 

2- Who can help students at the library?  

a. Friends                     b. Lecturers                             c. Librarian 

3- What is the time phrase of “At one time”?  

a. Present                     b. Future                                   c. Past   

4- The phrase “Try the library First!” is a/an:  

a. demand                    b.  Advice                                   c. Question 

5- The phrase “Nowadays, most students do research on the Internet.” 

a. Fact                        b. Past                     c. Question 

 
 

B/ Re-arrange the following words (from A to E) to form meaningful grammatical sentences. (Marks: 5) 

 

 

 


